Versity Smartphone Family
“Enterprise Grade” doesn’t have to mean bulky and unwieldy with Spectralink Versity Family devices!

Spectralink’s Versity Family of Wi-Fi enterprise-grade smartphones puts best-in-class voice and
industry-leading applications into a light, durable, all-in-one mobility solution. Versity devices feature
a sleek, familiar smartphone design in a high-powered, durable, enterprise grade package small
enough to fit in your pocket. Available in two models, Versity 95/96 and Versity 92, both with scanner
and non-scanner options.

Clinicians, retail store clerks, hospitality workers and equipment operators need to move about their workplace to do their jobs
effectively, but still need to be connected to their teammates while caring for patients or customers. Versity devices solve this
problem by putting knowledge and information into users’ hands to increase efficiency, improve communications, and foster a better
work environment with reliable, durable, uninterrupted communication around the clock.

Mobility is not just a one-size-fits-all solution.
With Spectralink, you can implement a mixed portfolio of Versity 92 & 95/96 devices to equip each user with the appropriate device
for the job. Versity 95/96 Series is our premium smartphone option for frontline workers like nurses and store or hospitality managers
or those working in the harshest of environments who need 24x7 communications access. The Versity 92 Series is the more compact
and cost-effective option and is ideal for retail associates who need to stay connected while on the floor, stocking shelves, or
assisting customers, or for long-term care facilities and patient care providers with less data-intensive workflows who still need alert
notifications and scanning.

VERSITY FAMILY
VERSITY 92 SERIES

VERSITY 95/96 SERIES

• Ideal for task management
workflows (checklists and
checkbox flows)

• Devices that are as intuitive, versatile
and portable as a personal smartphone,
but with the power and durability of an
enterprise device

• A mid-tier, affordable, compact
enterprise-grade solution

• Lighter than competitive devices and can
fit easily into a pocket

• Durable design for demanding
environments with IP65 for
water and dust resistance and
1X military drop standard at 1.5
meters

• Enable more effective communication and
collaboration with best-in-class crystal
clear voice quality

• 4" display with narrow form
factor for easy grip and one hand
use
• Swappable battery that can be
separately charged

• Empower your teams to deliver superior
customer experiences by giving them the
information and tools they need at their
fingertips
• Deploy, manage and troubleshoot your
Versity devices with AMIE, our mobile intelligence dashboard for insights into your fleet
to avoid downtime and optimize operations

• Ideal for data driven workflows
(lengthier communications,
patient records) and more complex
applications
• Our premium, all-in-one VoWi-Fi
solution
• Rugged; toughest device in the
market with IP68 for water and dust
resistance and 3X military drop
standard at 1.5 meters
• Large 5.2" display for better worker
experience for users of heavy data
application
• True hot swappable batteries for
zero downtime
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Superior Voice Quality
•

Engineering-optimized chipsets that decrease the chances of lost audio,
a delayed ring, or a missed ring all together.

•

Focus on QoS (Quality of Service) ensures voice is always prioritized over
data. Our industry-leading, proprietary Voice Quality Optimization™ (VQO)
technology that enhances scanning and roaming optimization between
Access Points on our Versity devices leads to robust and reliable calls with
less latency as users move throughout large campuses, plants, or stores.

•

Optimized microphone design and placement for noise suppression and
echo cancellation. Mobile workers in fast paced environments do not need
to worry about sweat or makeup clogging a microphone and can ensure
clear communication on every call, even in noisy environments.

Benefits of Versity:
• Eliminate the toolbelt with an all-inone solution
• Quieter workplace through reduced
overhead paging noise
• Constant access to communication
• More secure, durable and adaptable
than a consumer grade device

Durability
Our Versity devices exceed both industry standards and the competition’s both
in their ability to withstand drops and their resistance to liquids and chemicals
and through the way you can clean your device to help stop germ spread.
We stress our phones out so users don’t have to worry about going beyond their
durability capabilities and can instead focus on the job at hand.
From touchscreens that can be used while wet or with gloves on to devices you
can answer even when submerged in water, our enterprise-grade phones have
been thoughtfully and purpose-built to stand up to the harshest environments.

Managed by AMIE
Complete your Versity Family solution with AMIE (Advanced Mobile Intelligence
for Enterprises). AMIE is a dashboard that provides answers and solutions to the
biggest questions post-deployment on your Spectralink devices. Through AMIE,
IT and Telecommunications administrators can easily manage and deploy their
fleet of smartphones, diagnose issues, assess call performance, check battery
status, locate their devices and much more to keep their mobile workflows
operating smoothly, increasing efficiency and getting the most out of their
investment.

Comprehensive Services and Support
From Design and Deployment to Optimization and Maintenance, Spectralink
Services augment enterprise mobility success and business results, leading to
better ROI. Our comprehensive Services maximize the power of mobility and are
tailored to organizational needs and workflows. At Spectralink, the experience
and expertise of our Professional Services Team is the difference between us
and the competition.

With Spectralink you get:
• Our proprietary Voice Quality
Optimization™ (VQO™) technology
delivers crystal clear voice quality
you can count on, plus noise
suppression and echo cancellation
capabilities
• Access to our world-class
ecosystem of application partners
to ensure your workers have the
tools they need to get the job done
• The best call control UC
interoperability in the industry –
we integrate with all leading UC
platforms
• Supported by AMIE, our mobile
intelligence platform, for easy
deployment, call quality monitoring
and battery health to ensure you
get the most out of your mobility
investment

About Spectralink
As an award winner in mobile technology, Spectralink has been transforming the
way our customers work and communicate for 30+ years. Through our determination
to do extraordinary things, we enable mobile workforces and empower our
customers and partners to explore what’s next, what’s possible. With our enterprise
grade, best-in-class mobile solutions, we are with our customers wherever they
work, however they need us. Our people, commitment to innovation and our passion
are our foundation for success.
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